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0. Nuclear Energy in a Food Exporting Country

P. Electricity Demand, Substitution and Resources



(P) ELECTRICITY DBMAITP, SUBSTITUTION,

.AID R

The DSIR viewpoint on these issues i3 discussed under

7 headingsi

1. The demand for electricity

2. Substitution for electric load

3. Electricity from geothermal steam

4. Electricity from natural gas

5. Hydro electricity

6. Electricity from coal

7. Possible future methods of generating electricity

(p) 1. The Demand for Electricity

Plans for electric power generation in New Zealand are

reviewed annually by three committees, all serviced by

New Zealand Electricity Department,

Power and Finance Utilisation Committee

Committee to Review Power Requirements

Planning Committee on Electric Power Development

These committees have the task of reviewing future

electricity requirements, and of planning generation capacity

to meet the demand. Until recently planning was for a

10 year period; and in 1974 this was raised to 15 years.

Official estimates of power requirements beyond the

planning period have not baen made public; nor have plans

been formulated on the economics of diverting demand from

electricity to alternative forms of energy. The proposals
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for future electricity generation have "been based on known

energy resources, and the plans therefore do not include

the speculative development of new energy sources for

electric power generation (r.g. petroleum search, or

geotheraal prospecting).

I t is therefore desirable to look ahead beyond the present

15 years, and to this end DSIR has examined past figures for

electricity generation. These show that over the past

40 years, electricity generation has exhibited an almost

constant 7.2?£ per annum increase ( i . e . doubling each 10 years).

Prediction of Future Demand

A graph is appended showing the logarithm of electricity

generation over past years plotted against linear time, and

the fitted straight l ine. The predictions of the 1976

Committee to Review Power Requirements are plottedr as also

are estimates ms.de by the Government Statistician (appended

to the same report). The line has been drawn to an equation,

TWh = 0.085 exp 0.0721 (year -1900)

(NOTE TWh = Terrawatt hour = 109 kWh)

This type of simple trend forecast can provide a good

guide for 5 or 10 years ahead, if one expects the future to

be like the past. Trend forecasting over longer time-scales

is risky; and there is naturally a need to revise the forecast

in light of actual experience. The major fault with trend

forecasting lies in neglect of new factors operating in trie

future.
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Other more complex methods of forecasting could be

developed. Without attempting to design an adequate model

(which might prove to be a large task), vre have calculated

alternative predictions based on likely future population

and lilcoly future demands for electricity. These yield

generation figures for the year 2000/1 ranging between 70

and 124 TV/h.

I t is of interest to examine past forecasts made by

the Committee to Review Power Requirements. The effective-

ness of the Committee's forecasting procedures can be gauged

by comparing the actual generation to date with the Committee's

estimates, and also with estimates that could have been made

by simple extrapolation of historic data.

For each year from 1960 onwards, lines may be fitted

by regression analysis to the data for actual annual electricity

generation from 1940 until that year. These regressions may

then be extrapolated for a further ten years, and the results

compaẑ ed with the figures for actual generation in those years,

if available. The maximum, minimum and average of these diff-

erences, expressed as a percentage of actual generation,

together with similar data derived from the Committee's

estimates, are listed in the table.

On average, the absolute differences between the regression

estimates and the actual generation are less than those for the

Committee's estimates. The regression estimates however tend

to underestimate the future generation, whereas the Committee's

estimates have generally errod in the opposite direction. So

although estimates based on regression analysis would have

been more accurate, they would have led to an mider-allocation
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of resources. I t seerao that the Coimaittee to Keview Power

Requirements sees i t s task as one of not underestimating

future electricity requirements, since developments based on

underestimates would ba difficxilt to accelerate, viioreas

over-developnent can readily be slowed down to more closely

match the demand.

Percentage errors of different methods of fore-
casting total electricity generation

Years
ahead

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

Regression
Min.
-8.1
-9.3

-10.6
-11.3
-12.2
-13.0
-13.0
-9.2
-9.1

-10.9

Max.

3.6
3 . 8

4 . 0

3 .8

3.1

3.5
3.7
3.4
2.1

0 . 3

Av.

-2.6
-2.9
-3.2
-3.6
-3.7
-3.7
-3.6
-3.5
-4.1
-5.0

Min.
-1.2
-1.6
-3.4
-3.9
-4.1
-5.7
-6.2
-2.8
-1.6
-8.2

PRO*
Max.
10.6
14.6
14.4
16.1
18.2
17.5
12.9
11.4
12.2
11.8

Av,

2.4
3.9
5.3
5.3
5.6
5.6
5.2

4.3
3.5
1.4

*PRC = Committee to Review Power Requirements

Although the planning procedures of the Committee- to

Review Power Requirements could no doubt be improved, this

examination of their past performance sho-rs that their

predictions have been adequate to use in planning future

generating capacity. By slightly overestimating generation

requirements, the Committee to Review Power Requirements has

led the Planning Committee on Electric Power Development to

seek greater resources than necessary, and (since indigenous

resources are not yet proven in sufficient quantity to meet

demands anticipated towards the end of each planning period)

to iaoet the deficit with imported fuels.
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There seems no systematic procedure by which the short-

fall in indigenous energy is being evaluated, and plans

instituted to seek new indigenous sources. "The prime

constraints in using imported energy sources are the costs

involved in overseas funds, and the increasing world-wide

shortages of fossil fuels of all kinds. Clearly, the less

that New Zealand has to rely upon imported energy sources,

the less vulnerable it will be to future energy crises.

For these reasons, the importation of fuels (e.g. oil,

nuclear) should be kept to a minimum. This will necessitate

a much greater effort being devoted to the search for and

evaluation of our indigenous energy resources (including

geothermal steam and coal). In addition, the activities

of the agencies involved must be well coordinated.

There is need in future for a longer-term plan for

electric power generation, so a sufficient lead-time can

be provided to look for new sources of energy. If this

search is to be successful, it must be prosecuted by a

coordinated approach by the various departments (NZED, MOWD,

MER, Mines and DSIR, aided as necessary by other organisations).

Indeed, this is essential if we are to maintain the present

minimal lead-time, as the rate of consumption of resources

increases.
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(P) 2. Substitution for Electric Load

I t is apparent that the exponential increase in electricity

generation cannot continue indefinitely. Public electric

supply is a relatively new industry, of very minor importance

before the present century. The exponential growth curve

could be expected to ultimately change to a period of slower

grovrth. Ho such, trend has yet appeared in Hew Zealand, and

i t nay be desirable to design plans to influence future growth.

There is l i t t l e evidence that pricing policy alone will

be very effective in reducing the demand for electricity.

OECD economists have expressed the view that a doubling of

the real price of energy would cause a decrease of only 1 f>»

to 20^ in energy demand. (See "Energy Prospects to 1985",

Volune 1 P3-4, OECD, PARIS 1974), but American studies have

suggested a much higher long-term price elasticity (see "Price

elasticity in electric-power demand forecasting" R. L. Cooper

1975 UCR1 - 51890).

The best way to diminish the growth of demand for

electricity will be to offer an attractive substitute form

of energy to replace electricity in one of i ts present roles.

The easiest role to substitute is low-grade heat - e.g. space

heating, comfort cooling, and hot water (both domestic and

industrial). These needs for low grade heat could be filled

by gas distribution, by solar heat, or by reticulated hot

water. This last could represent heat bled from thermal

power stations, and/or hot water from geothermal bores.

Heat punps can provide low grade heat electrically at a

higher efficiency than can resistive heating.
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The opportunity for substi tution cannot bo calculated

precisely, but can bo estimated on the basis of cer ta in

assumptions from avai lable consumption data . In 1975/6

e l e c t r i c i t y consumption by sectors was:

domestic

commercial

indust r ia l

other

8403 GWh

2579

6122

546

47.6ft

14.65$

34.75*

3.15$

17650 GV/h

Yfithin the domestic sector, it is estimated by NZED from a

consumer survey that electricity is being used thus:

water heating 43.6j£

cooking 12.8^5

space heating
43.6£

lights and other
appliances

(see 2. \I. Blakely, Proc. N.Z. Energy Conference, 1974).

Of these all but " l i ^ t s and other appliances" (about

20j») are loads substitutable by either reticulated hot water

or natural gas (if available). These figures indicate that

at least 3O~355J of current electricity consumption could be

substituted by alternative energy forms. Any substitution

in the commercial and industrial sectors would be additional

to this . If say 5O56 of commercial load and 30?$ of industrial

load could be substituted by hot water or natural gas, then

45-55# of the total electricity demand could be substituted for.

This substitution would probably adversely affect the

electricity system peak demand and load factor, and wo\i3.d need

to be phased in over a period of time, not only to satisfy

system requirements, but also because of constraints on
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capital, labour and material supply.

Attractive loans could be offered for installations

that provide lov-grado hoat to•replace electric load, along

with loans to encourage conservation (e.g. thermal insulation).

Better insulation on electric hot water ey3.inders is important.

Import policy and policy on customs duty can also contribute

in encouraging substitution for electric load.

The most obvious need in the North Island is to provide

financial incentives for the extension of gas reticulation

into areas not now served. This would enable the gas to be

more widely available, thereby increasing the substitution

for electric load.

Intensified research programmes are needed on methods of

substituting for electric load.
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(P) 3. Electricity fron G-eothermal nteam

Blectric power fron geothermal steam at Wairakei was

first fed into the grid during November 1958. The station

was completed in October 1964, and now operates at about 150 KW.

Since 1964 Uairakei has contributed on an average 1 6$ of the

power generated in the North Island. The Annual Report of

NZED shows:

Year

31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31

Ending

.3.64

.3.65

.3.66

.3.67

.3.68

.3.69

.3.70

.3.71

.3.72

.3.73

.3.74

.3.75

.3.76

Generation
(GWh)

1004
1194
1255
1268
1058
1206
1243
1185
1174
1175

' 1162
1249
1272

# of N.I.
Generation

16.1
17.5
19.7
18.0

17.1
18.0
18.7
17.0
16.1
15.7
13.9
13.2

13.1

Wairakei has thus generated 1200 GWh per year since
commissioning, without any need to drill extra wells. At
present this output is higher than any thermal or hydro
station in the North Island. Forced outages have been

virtually negligible, and the station operates on a plant

factor of 89-90=,*. It has been in service 85$ of the time

to generate 80j» of the energy that could be generated if it

were run at maximum rating. These figures are the highest

for any station in ITew Zealand, hydro or thermal; and are

significantly higher than figures for other thermal stations.
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Geotheraal stoan could have made a nuch be t te r contribution

than this to the ITorth Island e l ec t r i c i t y requirements.

Another geothennal field at Uroadlands has been proved, and in

now incorporated into the power plan to produce 150I-IVJ. She

costs of developing Broadlands are reasonable (estimated at

$55O/k'tf of ins ta l led capacity) especially when i t i s realised

that there are v i r tua l ly no further fuel costs ( i t has not

proved necessary to d r i l l additional wells at Wairakei).

Much more geothermal steam could be used to generate

e l ec t r i c i t y . Sufficient resources are already known to

subst i tute for the 1200 MW of the proposed nuclear s ta t ion .

For example, estimates can be made of energy addit ional to

the present V/airakei and planned Broadlands s ta t ions , based

on steam-fields already known,

Steam Field Estimated 25 year Capacity* (HVJ)

Wairakei extension 100 - 200
Kawerau 110 - 170
Waiotapu ' 1 5 0 - 2 1 0
Orakei-Korako 80 - 120
Rotokawa 130 - 200
Tauhara 240 - 270
Ngawha 100 - 400
Tikitere-Taheke 120
Rotorua 100 - 150
Waimangu 150
Reporoa 50
Te Kopia 20
Tokaanu 40 - 100

1390 - 2160

*Based on energy stored above 200°C; no allowance made

for recharge to reservoirs; 50$ extraction efficiency;

0r$ efficiency of thermal-to-electric energy conversion.
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An aggressive programme of geothermal development could

undoubtedly find more steam, Moreover, there is no reason

to think that this resource would be limited to the 30 year

l i fe of a nuclear power station. At 'Jairakei, the natural

recharge processes replace at least 75/5 of the discharge from

the geothermal wells.

There are methods of increasing the electrical output

from geothermal discharges. Research in California has

suggested that an increase of 50?' could be achieved by turbines

that admit both steam and water, instead of just stean. (The

actual percentage would depend on water/steam ratios).

A further method of increasing output would be to use

geothemal steam in combination with fossil fuels (e.g. coal).

The thermo dynamic efficiency could be increased either by

using geothermal water to preheat the feed-water, or by using

coal to super-heat the steam, or both.

A programme of geothermal development coupled with

research programmes could design a series of small stations

operating on both geothermal steam and coal, that could go a

long way towards satisfying the ITorth Island needs for extra

electricity. Par from ruining tourism, these could be

designed as tourist spectacles, as Wairakei has demonstrated.
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(P) 4. Electricity from Natural Gas

A major part of the production from the Haui gas field

will be used for power generation, and negotiations for

development of this resource were completed in mid-1973.

DSIR chemical engineers assisted in the preparation of

teclmical reports covering both the processing and distribution

of Kaui gas, and played a major part in formulating the

technical aspects of the gas sales contract, including

particularly specification and measurement of the gas.

DSIR also gave assistance in determining chemical composition

of the gases, and in designing distribution pipelines

adequately protected against corrosion.

More recently, interim delivery of raw Kapuni gas to

the New Plymouth power station was commenced. DSIR assisted

in specifying the equipment for delivering and measuring

this gas.

The extent to which natural gas is available for power

generation will depend on allocation of gas to other uses.

DSIR continues to research the feasibility and impact of new

alternatives, and to assist in their development. Shis

assistance encompasses many aspects. For example,

Basic geological and geophysical studies

Scientific aid in oil search (e.g. geo-
chemistry, etc.)

Assessment of reserves

Corrosion prevention in gas-handling equipment

Specifications for bulk purchase

Assistance with purification equipment

Pipe-line problems

Metering, and general gas engineering

Compatibility of mixed gases
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Some of the scientific aspects relevant to generation

of electricity from natural gas are discussed below.

Prospecting for Petroleum

During the present offshore drilling by private companies,

Geological Survey is providing advice to Mines Department in

matters of licensing, and to Ministry of Energy Resourc J3 over

stratigraphic interpretations as the wells are drilled. In

addition, both micropaleontological and palynological work is

done to provide age-control during drilling, as well as petro-

logical assessment of cuttings where necessary.

The Geological Survey and Geophysics Division are

currently involved with a study of New Zealand Cretaceous-

Cenoaoic sedimentary basins. These basins, which include

both onshore and offshore areas, all represent potential

sources for hydrocarbon generation and entrapment. The

primary objective of the project is to make a comprehensive

stratigraphic and structural study of the sedimentary basins.

Although the detailing of economic assessment has not been

stressed, the geologists involved have been directed to consider

the significance of the conclusions reached in terms of

economic deposits, especially of hydrocarbons. Sedimentary

basins extend along both east and west margins of the ranges

central to both islands and include the offshore shelf areas

represented by the Great South Basin, the Chatham Rise, and

the Lord Howe Riae. All Geological Survey offices are

actively involved in contributing to the project, and

Universities have also been invited to contribute to the

collection of field data.
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Field data pertinent to the study include the measure-

ment of stratigraphic sections, some mapping, anil the collection

of infonnation required for the construction of strati^raphic

and structural cross-sections and regional correlations. A

great deal of information is to be found in petroleum company

compilation and well completion reports, now kept on open file

at the Geological Survey. This data, where applicable, is

being incorporated in the study. The main effort of the

Petroleum Section of the Geological Survey is directed

towards the project; and i ts scientific personnel, a l l of

whom have operation experience with oil companies, are

providing guidance for all involved with the study. In

addition the Petroleum Section is available for consultation

on hydrocarbon exploration matters.

Gas Reserves

The only significant known reserves of natural gas in

New Zealand are in the Kapuni and Maui gas/condensate fields.

The recoverable reserves of gas in the Kapuni field were

originally estimated to be 12.4 x 10° r (equivalent to

260 x 101 5J)(6 \ Production from the field began in 1970

and the reserves have since been redeterzained to be 86$

larger or 490 x 101^ J ^ ' . Production of gas from the

field has averaged about 11 x 10 ^ J/y, so the residual

reserves are now about 430 x 10 •'J.

(H0T3 that a PJ would yield 100 GWh (e) at 33?S

conversion efficiency)

The Maui 'Jhite Paper*1' gives the reserves of wet gas

in the Kaui field as 150 x 109 m̂  and this is probably a
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conservative figure. A recent report isauod by Ilaui

Development Ltd'2' gives a "most probable" estimate of

176 x 10 nr0 and this figure is used in the present paper.

Production from the Ilaui field i3 due to begin in October,

1978. The average energy yield of dry gas is expected to

be 36.2 IU for each nr of vet gas processed, so the total

recoverable reserves of dry gas can be calculated as

6 370 x 10 ' J. The total Maui plus Kapuni gas reserves

thus amount to 6 800 x 10 * J.

On geological grounds there is a reasonable probability

of discovering further resources equivalent to 2.5 (- 50^)

times the known reserves in the Maui and Kapuni fields by the

year 2000/1. This estimate is based on present knowledge,

which shows that there are three major sedimentary basins

with petroleum prospects. All have sediments in excess

of 3«5 - 4.0 km thick, in all of them the level of organic

raetamorphism is known to be high enough for the generation

of hydrocarbons (shows of hydrocarbons have actually been

obtained in all three basins), and all exhibit multiple conditions

for the formation of traps.

In the West Coast area there are several prospects.

Two exploration wells in Taranaki (Mangahewa-1 and Urenui-1)

have a tostod combined production capacity of about

0.1 x 10 nr/d and there is a good chance of finding a

similar production in 2 or 3 untested structures nearby.

Other possibilities include the much bigger Rahotu structure

"between Kapuni and Ilaui and the younger Iiokau sandstones.

A conservative estimate for the total production from the

Taranaki on-shore area would thus be 1 to 1-J- Kapunis.

M
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In off-shore Taranaki there are about 8 additional

targets outlined at present, with most much smaller than

Maui, but one or two potentially much larger. There is a

good chance of finding 1 more Maui at least.

In the Greymouth area, on-land, the SFL-1 well has

tested a flow of about 0.2 x 10 Hr/d, and there i s a good

possibility of thi3 field producing the equivalent of 20^

of the original 4-well Kapuni production.

The Bast Coast of the Ilorth Island has proved a difficult

area to assess, despite very thick sediments, and over

100 known gas (and some oil) seepages. The area is s t i l l

not fully explored, and could eventually produce 1 or 2

Kapunis.

The Great South Basin is the largest sedimentary basin

in the llew Zealand region. I t is off-shore and was

discovered only recently by Seismic Surveys. The f irst

well drilled has found several horizons with relatively

high readings of methane, and indications of higher hydro-

carbons. A preliminary structural evaluation has outlined

more than a dosen targets, with a combined potential capacity

(as claimed by the operating company) some 7 times the oi l-

equivalent capacity of the Haui field. On this basis a

production estimate of one Maui soems very reasonable.

The combined production estimate of 2i of Maui i s ,

hovever, subject to hi^h uncertainty; and could easily be in

error by 50^, either high or low. Particularly in off-shore

exploration, any one field must be large to make development

commercially viable; i t is of no help to find a number of

small fields. Perhaps the moat cri t ical factor is the rate

of real exploration activity, which may be influenced by
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Government policy. This aspect cannot be predicted here.

Including Haui and Kapuni, the total recoverable gas

reserves predicted to be available in the period to 2000

thu3 amount to 22 700 x 101^ J.

Gas deliverability:

The Kapuni gas purchase contract^ ' requires that

facilities installed should be capable of delivering

2.6 x 10° m-Vd of gas (equivalent to an annual flow of

19 x 101^ J for a 350 day operating year). This rate of

production would exhaust the original reserves in 14 years

and the presently estimated reserves in 26 years. There

are no major constraints to increasing this rate however,

provided that the need to process the gas for C0o removal

can be avoided. As noted below this criterion is satisfied

by use in electricity generation.

Production from the Kaui field will be restricted by

the nominal capacity of the, off-shore facilities, which could

not be substantially increased without very significant

capital expenditure. '/hen both production platforms are

installed, the nominal production capacity will be

30 x 106 m 5 /d^ (equivalent to an annual flow of 446 x 1015 J ) .

This rate of production vrould deplete the presently estimated

reserves in about 14 years, although this vrould be clearly

impossible in practice since the second platform is not

scheduled to be installed until 1983/1984. The present ca

sales contract ' covers a production life of 30 yeara, and

an act\xal production life anywhere between these extremes

could probably be achieved.
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Hydrocarbon reserves are normally depleted over a

period of time rather than vory rapidly, and -past experience

indieatss a maximum delivorability nominally capable of

depleting the reserves in about 15 to 20 years. Actual field

life will normally be longer than thia due to the need to

build up production to match demand, and the fall in

deliverability which always occurs as reservoir pressure

declines.

Considering only the known reserves of Kaui and Kapuni,

a maximum deliverability of 319 x 1 0 ^ j/y is suggested.

This is based on 1/20 of Maui (nominally sufficient gas to

cover the period 1980 to 2000), and assumes that Kapuni

would be totally depleted in the period 1976 to about 1990

to enable the depletion of Kaui to be delayed. Realistically

assuming that actual production of gas up to 1985 will be

much less than maximum deliverability, sufficient gas should

remain to achieve maximum deliverability up to and including

the year 2000.

Considering the total gas reserves predicted to be

available in the period to 2000, it is suggested that the

maximum deliverability from Ilaui/Kapuni should remain

unaltered. The maximum deliverability from the new gas

reserves could realistically be estimated to equate to a

reserve life of 17T years. This gives a total deliverability

of 1230 x 1015 J/y.

Direct use of /y?.3 to generate electricity

Gas-fired thermal generation of electricity is

conventionally by systems based on the Carnot cycle, and

this will continue to be so for the forseeable future.
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(Fuel cells are the most promising alternative for using

gas to produce electricity).

The maximum efficiency that can "be obtained in thermal

electricity generation is limited by the properties of

available materials of construction to approximately 4O5S.

Although it is probable that improved materials will be

developed in the next 25 years, it is likely that this vrill

enable only a marginal improvement in maximum efficiency to

be achieved.

Alternative fconeration ayatems:

Conventional base-load thermal stations are based on

separate gas-fired steam production. Electricity is

generated by passing the steam through a series of turbines.

The planned Auckland ITo 1 station will probably be of this

design and will have an efficiency of 34$*' .

G-as turbines are widely used for peak electricity

power demand. The caioital' cost per MYJ of output is low,

and units can be brought on-stream and off-stream in a matter

of minutes. Thermal efficiency is typically only about

26?SV '. Although simple gas turbines will continue to be

installed to enable peak loads to be met, the proportion of

total fuel used in these stations will become increasingly

small.

Increasing attention is being given to combined cycle

stations, consisting essentially of a gas turbine set follovred

by a waste heat boiler feeding steam turbines. Three

alternative systems can be identified;

- . direct use of the gas turbine waste gas giving an

efficiency of 39?$;
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- addition of heat to the waste gases before entry

to the waste heat boiler giving an efficiency of

about 38$a;

- supplemental direct firing of the waste heat boiler

giving a typical efficiency of about 37/5.

Combined cycle systems are technically proven and

commercially available, although some doubts exist over

reliability in large scale util i ty use. Cher'? is no doubt

that any reliability problems can be overcome if the

incentive is sufficient, but possibly at some economic

penalty.

Optimal utilisation of sources of gas supply;

Kapuni natural gas, as produced at the well-head,

contains about 45?5 of COg and this content must be reduced

before sale of the gas as a premium fuelv . In processing
to)

for pipeline delivery, a thermal loss of about 15$ occurs .

In contrast the bulk of Kaui gas is low in COg, will require

little processing to produce a pipeline-quality gas, and

losses in processing will be negligible.

For power generation a high CO content can be tolerated,

and untreated Kapuni gas is already being used in the Hew

Plymouth power station. Current plans are for this arrange-

ment to cease when Maui gas comes ashore; but it would not

be too difficult (although involving some economic penalty)

to continue arrangements so that;

- the whole- of the untreated Eapuni reserve in

committed to power generation (either using ITcw

Plymouth or using the Stratford gas turbine

station converted to combined cycle operation) ;
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- the whole of reticxilatod gas demand io met

Iron I-Iaui gas.

Thia ai'rangenent would improve the utilisation efficiency

of Kapuni gas by the factor of 15'̂  noted above.

Satisfaction of electricity de~and X>y f:aa-fired thernal

stations

The extent to which future electricity demand can be

met by gas-fired electricity generation can be examined for

two cases - using a l l of the presently available gas reserves,

and using all probable gas reserves. For convenience a

conversion efficiency of 345$ (conventional base-load thermal

stations) will be assumed.

If all of the presently available gas reserves were

dedicated to electricity generation at the maximum calculated

deliverability, a total of 30 100 GWh/y cotild be generated.

This would be available up to the year 2000.

Similarly, for the total gas reserves predicted to be

available in the period to 2000, a total generation capacity

of 116 000 GWh/y could be achieved.

Currently, electricity deiaand is about 20 000 GWh/y.

Thus if present growth trends continue, al l future increases

in demand could be net by the existing gas reserves only up

to about 1989. If further ga3 discoveries are raade as

predicted there would be no difficulty in meeting deiaand up

to and beyond the year 2000.
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Coordination of resource una/*e

The extent to which natural gas can be used to meet

future electricity demand must be considered in the context

of its other potential uses.

Direct use of natural gas provider an effective moans

of substituting for a considerable proportion of electricity

demand, and this has been examined in detail elsewhere.

Natural gas is also a valuable feedstock for petrochemical

manufacture, and has considerable potential as an alternative

to coal and imported oil in the various sectors of ensrgy

demand.

There are a number of factors which need to be considered

in comparing these options. In the case of electricity

generation, the low theraodynanie efficiency of conversion

has already been mentioned. Of less importance are

electrical distribution losses (compared to gas pipe-line

losses), and these can be minimised by locating a thermal

power station close to the area of demand.

In direct use of natural gas to meet household, commercial

and industrial demand, distribution losses can be significant,

and additional losses may be incurred if processing of the gas

is required before U3e. For example, in 1975/76 local

distribution losses in the New Zealand natural gas reticulation

system were 15.55$ (based on total gas sold compared with total

gas purchased for the combined natural gas Undertakings),

while in processing Kapuni gas for C0,> removal an additional

thermal loss of about 15/3 is incurred. The combustion

efficiency of natural gas appliances also compares unfavourably

with the thermal efficiency of electrical appliances.
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Comparisons of the other potential uses for natural gas

are not so straightforward, and aro not considered here in

other than general terms. As a petrochemical feedstock,

natural gas could provide a wide range of matarials both for

import substitution in this country and a3 a valuable source

of ejeport income. Imported transport fuels may be substituted

for by natural ga3 in the fonas of compressed gas, LITG and LPG,

or by conversion to raothanol or synthetic gasoline.

Each of the above options represents an area of potential

demand for natural gas, and must be evaluated alongside the

use for electricity generation in terns of the most efficient

use of this valuable resource, and the overall benefit to the

country.
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(P) 5.

Hydro-electric development should have high priority

because it uses a renewable source of energy, and operating

expenses are low. The seisniic hasard can be reduced to a

minimum by siting and design.

DSIR provides assistance over development and subsoqxient

operation of hydro-electric generation installations in six

main fields:

(a) Assessment of resources

(b) Geology and geophysics of construction sites

(c) Earthquake engineering

(d) Materials of construction

(e) Protection against corrosion and deterioration

(f) Sedimentation and eutrophication in reservoirs

These six aspects are briefly discussed. More detail

could be provided if required.

(P) 5(a) Extent of Resources

Natusch (1967) estimated the total hydro-electric

resources of ITew Zealand at 48 000 GWh/year, justifying

an installed capacity of 9 500 H'./. He did not discuss

the possibility of increasing the peak load capacity by

installing pumped storage stations at suitable sites, nor

did he discuss the possible contribution of small locally

developed stations..

A comparison could be made with Japan, which is similar

in area and configuration to New Zealand, and receives an

annual precipitation ranging fron 33 inches in Eastern
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Hokkaido to more than 120 inches in the mountains of

Central Honshu (Suropa Year Book, 1970). Japan had an

installed hydro-electric capacity in 1974 of 22 589 K',7,

with an additional 2012 1T.7 under construction (Overseas

Electrical Industries Survey Institute, 1974). This com-

parison suggests that Hatusch's estimate for New Zealand

could be conservative, and that the total resource may

possibly be twice his figure.

The total present installed hydro-electric generating

capacity is 3590 H¥, 80.8 percent of a l l installed capacity

(NZ3D 1975). In addition, the Planning Committee on

Electric Power Development has proposed commissioning

2358 M in the period up to 1989 (HZED 1975). The total

installed plus planned capacity is thus 5948 Mtf.

The Power Engineering Division of the MO'JD has in the

past investigated in some detail the prospects of r ivers,

such as the Bullor, Vanganui, Rangitaiki, VJhakatane, V/aioeka,

Mohaka, Ilotu, Kaituna, Lower Waitaki and lower Clutha. West

Coast rivers such as the Hokihinui and Karamea are currently

being explored (ED',7 1956, 1958, 1959, 1961, 1962, 1966, MOUD

1974, 1975). DSIR geologists assist in these investigations.

The hydro-electric resources for which development is

not yet planned thus range from a minimum of 3550 OT.7 (Natusch's

estimate) to a possible maximum 13 000 I-F.7 (by comparison with

Japan) corresponding to 18 000 to 65 000 G'.Jh/year.

(P) 5(b) Geolopy nnd GeoTihysics of Construction Sites.

Prom the beginnings of investigation through into the

construction phase of dams, tunnels, canals and hydro stations,

DSIR geologists and geophysicists are consultants to M0\7D. As

well as recording and interpretation of surface and atibsurfa.ee
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data, investigations are made for construction materials.

Back-up to on-site work is provided by petrological and rock

mechanics studies.

(P) 5(c) ffarthcmake anrinoerinn:

Protection against earthquakes covers both studies of

the site and foundation engineering and devising methods

of damping out vibrations in structures. Studies are made

of active faults, and micro-zoning helps relate the probable

responses of ground dtiring earthquakes to local geology.

Studies are made of crustal t i l t and ground deformation

adjacent to dams.

DSIR carries out research and field measurements on

earthquake effects to assist in the selection of sites for

hydroelectric dams, design of the dams, and monitoring of

their performance when built. At present there are 5 strong-

motion earthquake recorders at two investigation sites for

dams (Atene and the lower Buller Gorge) and also 13 strong-

motion recorders at two existing earth dams (Benmore and

Katahina) and one concrete arch dam (Koawhango) under

construction. Special techniques are being developed to

assess the effects of local ground conditions on the severity

of an earthquake attack. These are based on the recording

and analysis of ground motions during small (frequently

occurring) earthquakes. Other dam site investigation work

has included the development and application of techniques

to measure shear wave velocities and shear stiffness of ground

surface layers. These techniques should assist in site

selection and the design of future hydro-electric facil i t ies.
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Much of the damage that occurs in earthquakes is due

to relative notion "between adjacent structures, particularly

if they move in resonant nodes* DSIR has designed energy

absorbing dampers, to minimise such damage.

(P) 5(d) Materials of Construction

During construction DSIH geologists advise on sources

of local materials suitable for earth dams, rocks and

earthfill for canals and roading, and road and concrete

aggregate.

Scientists also study the properties of cements and

concretes made fron a variety of local materials. These

studies have led to the successful use of a number of unusual

materials, such as a diatomaceous pumicite in the Waikato

and Tongariro projects. Quality checks are made on cements

used in construction.

Advice and laboratory testing of metals is available

from DSIR during construction of hydro-electric installations

to ensure that they conform to specification.

(P) 5(e) Protection against Corrosion and Deterioration

Extensive studies into the corrosion of metal components

in hydro-electric stations have indicated the most suitable

methods to be used for preventing corrosion. Painting of

such components as steel penstock linings and gate structures

which arc immersed in fresh water has been successful in

protecting such steel-works against deterioration. Paint

systems are developed, and paints are checked for quality.

Work carried out into the condition of concrete structures

in various hydro-electric schemes helps to predict the useful

lives and maintenance requirements.
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(P) 5(f) Sedimentation and 3utrorchication in Reservoirs

Studies are "being made of the f a c t o r s af fec t ing

sediiaentation in s to rage r e se rvo i r s f which has reached an

advanced stage a t liangahao.

The trophic s t a t e of the Uaikato r i v e r hydro l akes

i s being invest igated in conjunction with USED. A apec ia l

study has been made of foans and surface scums in the

V/aikato lakes .

K3FSRJJITCB3

"Elec t r i c Power Indus t ry in Japan". 1974. Overseas

Elect r ica l Industries Survey I n s t i t u t e .

"Par Hast and Australia" I3uropa Year Book 1970.

M.O.'J. Annual Statements 1956, 58, 59, 61, 62, 66.

1-1.0.'..TjaAnnual Statements 1974, 75.
" " * •

Natusch G.G. 1967. "Hydro Electric Power Resources of

New Zealand" II.Z. Engineering 22 Eo. 8 309-316.

H.Z.3.D. 1975, 76, Annual Report of Committee to Review Power

Requirements.
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6. iTLnogr.iQiTY ?ROT: OPAL

DSIR haa passed over sono of its scientific research

pro-crannies on coal to the ITew Zealand Coal Research

Association (Inc.), an autonomous research association

funded jointly by DSIR anft the coal industry (by a levy on

coal). The Coal Research Association issues its own

Annual Report.

Goal fires the Keremere pover station (196 MV7), and the

1976 Pover Plan calls for coal to fire the Huntly power

station (960 MVJ) now under construction and planned to come

into operation in 1979. A third coal-fired station

(240 IT.;) is planned for 1987 in the Buller area.

Investigations of resources were accelerated by the

1-lines Department in 1974, mainly in the Huntly area, and also

in the Bullcr. A long-term prospecting programme is

beginning in eastern Southland. DSIR acts as consultants

to Mines Department in prospecting and assessing resources,

and carries out minor research into coal properties (notably

sulphur content and the composition of mineral matter and

ash) and corrosion protection techniques in power stations.

Prospecting and Assessment of Reserves

DSIR and Mines Department have long cooperated in coal

investigations and, with the advent of the "energy crisis",

increased drilling by Mines Department to determine coal

reseives has been accompanied by increased on-site geological

planning, interpretation, and estimation of resources.

Experiments are being undertaken in down-hcle geophysical

logging of holes, to assist in seam identification and

properties.
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Up-dating of figures of coal reserves is carried out at

intervals, "but underground mining by nevr methods and to

probably greater depths than hitherto, and major but undefined

increases in depths of oponcasts, render any estimates of

recoverable coal of temporary value only.



POSSIBLE FDTCRE HARKET PROJECTIONS FOR COAL PSAOE
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Future ICarlcet Recmiroaonts

Annual sub-bituminous (V'aikato-type) coal requirements

for generating 3 760 G'Jh/y of electricity (1 000 IIW at 100-;5

plant factor) is assumed to be 3.91 M tonnes for conventional

power stations as at Iftuitly Ho. 1 (355? thermal efficiency).

Projections of possible future market requirements for

coal in IT. Z. are given in Table 1f based on the following

primary data:-

a) Published coal production data in I-Iinas Statement

for the year ended December 1974.

b) Verbal advice fron Mines Department regarding sales

by State Coal Mines for industrial and domestic uses,

steel production, and electricity generation, in

the Waikato district (including private production

for electricity generation).

c) Heating oi l fuel consumption data for 1973 from

Chemistry Division Report CD 2180.

The following assumptions are made to estimate possible

future requirements to the year 2000,

(i) Compound annual growth rate of 4?S for domestic-

plus-industrial coal requirements.

( i i ) Expansion of IT.3. Steel Limited in 1986 to the

maximum annual production projected in the Hepoi-t

of the Provisional Board of the 11.2. Steel

Conpany (1964).

( i l l ) Continuation of electricity production from

coal at Fieremere.

(iv) Transfer of 8Of5 of the 1973 oil heating fuel

requirements to coal in 1976, and. assuming 45*

annual growth of this requirement to year 2000.



(v) Assuming that all future electric power generation

other than the hydroelectric developnent proposed

in the 1975 Annual Report of the Power Planning

Committee is provided by coal. Future hydroelectric

power stations are assumed to operate at 5O5S plant

factor.

(vi) That no other major unforeseen industrial develop-

ments will require coal before the year 2000.
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TABLE 2. - ESTIMATED RECOVERABLE RESOURCES OP COAL

(M tonne)

Vaikato

Taranaki

Buller

Inangahua

Charleston

Reefton

Greymouth

Central Otago

Pomahaka

Kaitangata

E. Southland

Ohai

Measured plus
indicated

336

38

4

6

20

83

35

13

535

Inferred plus
Speculative (1)

240

85+

12

6

7
20

300

110+(2)

60

50

320

80

1290

(1) Accuracy limits of the inferred & speculative estimates

are believed to be of the order - 50%.

(2) Includes Nevis Valley (see Williams, "Economic Geology

of N.Z.")
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Coal Resources

The present state of knowledge on coal resources of

New Zealand is summarised in Table 2. The following

comments apply:-

1. Resources listed in Table 2 are "recoverable" coal -

that is, taking into account the mining practices of

the present time (except that in the Waikato, deeper

underground and opencast working is assumed, as this

is planned by Mines Department).

2. In brief, the categories of probability of existence

mean:

Measured - the coal is well enough known to be mined.

Indicated - the coal is well enough known to allow planning.

Inferred - there is enough evidence of coal to justify

investigations to determine how much is

present.

Speculative - there may be concealed coal present in

areas not yet drilled.

Because of lack of detailed information, the accuracy

limits of the inferred and speculative resources listed in Table 2

are believed to be - 50%.

It follows that no firm planning, other than of

investigations, can be made except on the basis of measured

plus indicated coal.

3. The breakdown of 1976 estimates into regions and rank

group i ndi c at e s:

a), the predominance of the Waikato coal region, so

far as individual regions go.

b). the predominance of sub-bituminous coal (e.g. Waikato).
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4. The predominance, in the 1976 estimates, of Inferred-

plus-Speculative over Measured-nlus-Indicated shows the

need for a major exploration effort, mainly by drilling.

5. The estimates are expected to increase by perhaps 20%

as a result of improved mining techniques over the

next 20 years. Against this must be set the certainty

that some of the "inferred and speculative" coal will

prove uneconomic to mine.

The measured-plus-indicated recoverable coal resources

of N.Z. are sufficient (subject to the constraints specified

below) to meet all the future requirements for electric

power generation additional to the hydroelectric power

developments proposed in the 1975 Annual Report of the Power

Planning Committee, in addition to anticipated domestic and

industrial requirements (including NZ Steel Ltd.) until the

year 2000, by which time approximately 400 M tonnes (75%)

of the measured and indicated resources of 535 M tonnes

would have been consumed? If in addition, 80% of anticipated

oil fuel heating requirements were transferred to coal,

the measured and indicated resources would still last to

beyond year 2000. The above estimates do not encroach on

the inferred and speculative resources, and it will be

essential to continue drilling these resources to maintain

an adequate explored reserve ahead of production, and to

provide additional reserves for new uses. In view of the

possible large "inferred-plus-speculative" recoverable

resources of Southland and Otago, there may be scope for

* The 25 year life of the coal-fired power stations would

be supplied from "inferred and speculative" sources.
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serious consideration of alternative coal use in the

South Island, which would remove a large part of the

resources otherwise available for power generation.

Constraints on Production, and on Large-Scale Utilisation

However, there are numerous constraints affecting the

utilisation of coal in New Zealand, including such factors as:

a) Legal procedures for obtaining mining rights.

b) Environmental pressures, antipathetic to mining.

c) Economics of mining and transport.

d) Environmental pollution control during the mining,

transport and combustion of coal.

O Physical aspects of rock mechanics which are not

yet fully investigated for mining at great depths,

for maximising recovery, and for stabilising

opencast systems.

f) Costs of surface protection and restoration after

mining, both by underground and opencast methods.

g) Problems involved in quickly developing skilled

manpower and raising capital for rapid increase

in the production of coal.

h) Economic consequences of the patchy distribution

of coal fields.

Most if not all of these constraints can be overcome

(at a price) by improvements in mining and utilisation

technology - but many of them also involve organisational

and/or financial constraints. For example, the N.Z. coal
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mining industry, with a total manpower of 1581, in 1974

produced 2.564M tonnes of coal. Assuming no changes in

techniques and no changes in the ratio of open-cast to

underground mining, an expansion of mining manpower by

about 18 times by the year 2000 would be needed to cope

with the total growth projected in Table 1. Even though

major increases in mining productivity could be expected

from mechanisation and technological advances, the manpower

and expertise devoted to mining in New Zealand would need

to be expanded rapidly by nearly 10 times to cope with

only the anticipated electrical requirements in Table 1.

Such rapid expansion represents a very real organisational

constraint in terms of training or importing skilled

manpower, whether or not this is done by the state or by

private industry.

However, it is at least technically possible to ease

such constraints and "buy time" for expansion programmes,

by importing coal from Australia or Canada where resources

are abundant and highly efficient systems for mining and

transport are already developed. These imports could be

phased out as local mining develops.

Alternative Uses of Coal

Proven techniques for the production of oil from coal

have existed for more than 25 years, and plants are operating

or have operated in South Africa and Germany using the

Fischer-Tropsch process. Oil is being produced in East

Germany.as a byproduct in large coal carbonisation complexes.
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A number of new processes have been developed to the

pilot stage in the U.S. These include pyrolysis, synthesis

of liquid products from completely gasified coal, single

stage catalytic hydrogenation, and dissolution in hydrogen-

rich donor solvents. All processes are characterised by

very high capital costs and a very large scale, to achieve

economic operation. The likely minimum economic size

would produce about 2.5M tonne/yr of products (coincidentally

about equal to New Zealand's annual requirements), would

require dedicated coal reserves between 200 and 500M tonnes,

and would have a 1975 capital cost in the range of $NZ500

to $1000M depending on the process technology used.

In principle, the East German technology offers the

possibility for efficient use of all the constituents in

coal in regions such as Waikato or Southland by first

carbonising the coal to produce oil and other organics

from the volatiles, using the residual char for steel

production, smokeless industrial and domestic fuel, and for

electric power generation.

Technical Developments

A number of technical developments being pursued

energetically, in New Zealand, in Europe, and particularly

in U.S.A., could have considerable effects on the future

utilisation of N.Z. coal. These include:

1. Large-scale applied research in the U.S.S.R. and U.S.A.

on in-situ gasification of coal (and in-situ retorting

of oil shale) to minimise pollution and environmental
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disturbance from coal utilisation, to allow the

extraction of deep and/or uneconomic coal resources,

to increase recovery by making use of coal left in

previously-mined areas, and particularly to minimise

the manpower and capital costs for production of

clean gaseous fuels for electric power generation.

2. Improvements in systems for converting coal to

electricity to minimise pollution, such as:-

a. Pluidised bed combustion to minimise atmospheric

pollution.

b. Coal gasification to produce clean fuel for

electricity generation.

5. Improvements in thermal efficiency by development of

combined cycle generating systems.

4. Conversion of coal to more desirable fuels such as

gas and oil (and to petrochemical feedstocks) as

discussed above.

5. Development of techniques for mining of deep coal

seams which are not accessible with existing N.Z.

techniques and are therefore not included in the

present estimates of "recoverable resources."



(P) 7. POSSIBLE FUTURE METHODS OF GENERATING ELECTRICITY

Any new method of generating electricity is likely

to need a period of development overseas before it can

be installed in New Zealand. This period of delay is

one of engineering development, so difficulties arising

in the operation of 200 to 1000 MW power stations can be

experienced and overcome. Thus unless a method of power

generation is already operating overseas at a "package"

level of between say 200 and 1000 MW, it is unlikely to

contribute to the New Zealand electricity grid before the

year 2000.

After 2000, there will be an opportunity to install

new methods of generation that are now being developed

overseas. Some of these could make only a small contribution

to the New Zealand grid - but will nevertheless be worth-

while. Others may be able to make a massive contribution.

The present "energy crisis" is not unique to New Zealand.

It is being experienced to a greater or lesser extent in

most "developed" countries. Thus there is a lot of

research going on, and some of these developments may make

a significant contribution to New Zealand electricity

generation.

A comprehensive DSIR statement on energy research is

available that gives details of the various possibilities

("The Role of Research and Development in New Zealand's

Energy Economy, and DSIR's Involvement," first issued by

DSIR in March 1974, reissued in 1976).



Minor sources

Major sources

These future methods of electricity generation

comprise both minor and major sources of electricity.

They are,

Burning city garbage

Wind power

Tidal power

Wave power

Electricity from solar cells

Photochemical energy

Discoveries of gas (and perhaps oil)

Combustion in fuel cells

Underground gasification of coal

Ocean temperature differences

Energy farming

Oil shales

Fusion power

In addition there are possibilities of conservation of

electricity in,

Improved thermal design of buildings and hot water cylinder

Greatly improved transmission efficiencies for

electric power

Heat pumps

Also possibilities of substitution for present electric

load,

Reticulated natural gas

Solar hot water

Piped hot water


